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PlanetRent is lettings automated

Everything you need to know
about deposits
If you use a Letting Agent you may have thought that they deal with the
deposit, so all good and no risk to you - but that may not be the case.
The law is quite clear as since April 2007 deposits of
residential premises must be registered. See Housing Act
2004, Chapter 4.
The Tenants Fees Act 2019, effective 1st June 2019, caps deposits at a
maximum of 6 weeks rent.
In England and Wales deposits can be registered with:
- Deposit Protection Service (TDS),
- Tenancy Deposit Service (DPS),
- my deposits
These providers offer two types of deposit protection schemes:
• custodial (where you pay over the deposit to them to hold),
• insured (where the Landlord or Agent holds the deposit in a Client account.
So unless you are not going to take a deposit at all, because deposit alternative
insurance cannot be forced upon anyone, you will need to register with one
of these.
PlanetRent is connected to the Tenancy Deposit Service (TDS).
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Deposit - 4 options
Deposit
Options
explained

Risk it with NO Deposit

Only for the brave

Deposit Alternative

Traditional Deposit (6 weeks rent)

In APP SET-UP user confirms
whether each Landlord accepts
a Deposit Alternative product

By default PlanetRent
calculates 6 weeks deposit
for you and deducts off any
holding deposit paid

Landlord DOES NOT ACCEPT
Deposit Alternative

Traditional deposit is paid

Landlord ACCEPT
Deposit Alternative

Card change

Deposit Alternative becomes
available as a CHOICE in OFFERS
screen when logging offer

Swipe credit or debit card to
validate a tenant’s spending
limits
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Deposit Option 1
Traditional 6-week Deposit
Where tenants choose to pay a deposit and the landlord or agent has
registered it with the TDS. Depending on whether the deposit is insured
(held by the landlord/agent) or custodial (already held by the TDS), you may
need to transfer the deposit to them pending adjudication. Post adjudication
it is the TDS who pay the adjudicsted amount to each party.
For tenants who chose Reposit, it is Reposit who will adjudicate and charge
the tenants’ bank or credit card to repay the landlord or pay out from the
insured amount less adjudicated deductions.

Deposit Option 2
Pre-authorising a Credit Card
Deposit alternatives
Card charge
This method requires the Landlord, or their Agent to be authorised to
take credit and debit cards.
Effectively, one or two cards are taken from each tenant, and, just as in a
hotel, the cards are tested to confirm validity at the start of a tenancy, and
periodically during it.
PlanetRent offers a card charge option.
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Deposit Option 3
Deposit Free Renting
Insurance in lieu of a deposit
There are a number of deposit alternative products coming
forwards, for example: Reposit, Zero Deposit, Canopy,
Flat-Fair, Dlighted, No Deposit....
Essentially these offer a policy whereby IF the tenants default on paying for
end of tenancy breakage etc.... and the provider fails to recover damages
from the tenants, then the deposit alternative will pay the landlord up to the
policy amount.
Some of these products are regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority,
some are not, and all are dependent on the tenants passing basic credit
checks and sometimes referencing by the provider.
PlanetRent is connected to Reposit who are FCA Regulated.
With Reposit, the tenant pays a non-refundable service charge, equal to just
one week’s rent.
The tenant is still liable for any damages and Reposit will always try to recover
any fair end of tenancy claims directly from the tenant themselves and
pass it along to the agent/landlord directly. However, their insurance policy,
underwritten by Canopius, allows them to cover the Landlord for up to eight
weeks of damages or rent arrears if a tenant defaults on fair payment.
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Deposit Option 4
Do not take a Deposit
Taking no deposit is becoming more and more common for HMOs and
unfurnished property. For these types of property there is less to lose as
perhaps there is no furniture to steal and floor coverings may be polished
concrete, tiles or wood floors so are more durable than carpets.
To some extent ‘rental furniture packs’ have alleviated the need for a deposit
and opened up the ‘no deposit’ market. Whilst the rent charged may be
lower, so may be the wear and tear risk. Psychologically it is believed that
renting your own furniture gives a greater sense of home and a longer term
commitment to the property.
From a tenant’s perspective, as realistically a deposit cannot be returned from
one property before they need to pay a deposit to move into another, there is
a growing market for deposit alternatives and some landlords are deciding to
stop collecting deposits because of the risk of losing 3 x the deposit amount
if it is not registered properly.
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Insurance Backed Deposit Disputes
Deposit
Disputes with
Reposit
You communicate proposed
deductions to tenant(s)

Tenant(s) accept the charge

Agent and Tenant(s)
submit evidence for independent
arbitration

Tenant(s) don’t accept the
charge

Tenant(s) makes
payment ruled fair by
arbitration

Tenant(s) pay manually
online

Tenant(s) don’t make the
payment

Payment claim successful

Reposit closed & charges
paid to Landlord

Reposit attemps to debit the
tenant(s) bank account(s)
Payment claim
unsuccessful

Insurance steps in to cover
the costs & pay Landlord

Landlords can also see progress on the deposit return through their
portal. And, should the matter need to go to dispute resolution, all the
evidence can be emailed with attachments.
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Deposit Disputes
At PlanetRent we do everything possible to make deposit return a non
adversarial process. This starts when the tenant(s) choose to VACATE,
PlanetRent then sends an explainer leaflet ‘Working with you to return your
deposit’, which you can either use as it is, or clone and adapt. Landlords also
receive a similar leaflet for landlords called ‘Deposit Return Procedures’.
It sounds obvious, but the best way to avoid disputes is a clear and transparent
process, i.e, by setting out early how a dispute would be settled. This way
all parties can weigh up the benefits of settling or going to formal dispute
resolution. After all , tenants want their money back quickly and landlords
want to avoid having to spend more on their properties than fair wear and
tear would dictate.
In the Move-Out Checks area PlanetRent lets you UPLOAD estimates,
receipts, photos and any other supporting evidence alongside the deposit
return calculation. All of this is fully visible from the tenant portal and tenants
get notified when something is uploaded. We do this because psychology
confirms that drip feeding information helps to manage expectations, no big
surprises.
Tenants can toggle between ‘accept’ or ‘dispute’ for each item to narrow any
issues and thereby aid resolution. This also makes it quite clear to tenants
that they need to UPLOAD closing utility bills, thereby putting the onus on
them to do what they need to do to get their money back. When the landlord
or agent ticks ‘Deposit Deductions’ COMPLETED, this activates the overall
ACCEPT or DISPUTE button on the tenant portal.
PlanetRent is tenant friendly insofar as it recalls who paid how much of the
deposit and spreads deductions equally (after all the tenants are jointly and
severally liable). It defaults to paying monies to the account given unless the
tenants use the portal to request for monies to be paid to another account.
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